Monetize your editorial content with Native Advertising.

Like the best publishers in the world, distribute your Native Ad campaigns through ADYOULIKE technologies. Get the most out of your inventory and strengthen your direct or programmatic sales while offering a unique user experience.

OUR FORMATS

NATIVE VIDEO
NATIVE TRAFFIC
NATIVE MOBILE

OUR OFFER

SELL
STRENGTHEN YOUR DIRECT SALES OFFERING
CHOICE OF A MANAGED SERVICE OR SELF SERVE PLATFORM
CUSTOMISED TARGETING & REPORTING CAPABILITIES

MONETIZE
ACCESS TO ADYOULIKE DEMAND FROM PREMIUM BRANDS
BACKFILL TO DIRECT SALES OR 100% ADYOULIKE FILL
NATIVE ADVERTISING PROGRAMMATIC

PROMOTE
AUDIENCE EXTENSION OF PUBLISHER CAMPAIGNS
BENEFIT FROM PREMIUM PUBLISHER PORTFOLIO
PROMOTE AT REDUCED RATES

See demo
Over 10,000 total campaigns across our Premium Network

OUR PUBLISHERS

ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT
HISTORY
Lifetime
GIGWISE
hello...
LADBIBLE
POPJAR
UNILAD
HITC
GQ

AUTO
OPEN
EXCHANGE
POPULAR MECHANICS
HONEST JOHN
PictoMeads
ROADTRAM
VISOR DOWN
Motorlogy
PASS

BUSINESS
HITC
International Business Times
TE
StockMarketWire
PressGazette
REUTERS
bullbearings
THE ECONOMIST
Donut

LIFESTYLE
COSMOPOLITAN
Country Living
DECOR
GOOD HOUSEKEEPING
marie claire
seventeen
BUSTLE
Woman's Day
witty

NEWS
ARCHANT
LONDON24
ONL
ED MEDIA
Independent
Evening News
LOCAL WORLD
Johnston Press
THE HUFFINGTON POST
Daily Mail

SOCIETY
The Tab
theChive
SICK CHIRPSE
New Statesman
Readers Digest
CityMetric
SPEARS
Lenny

170M UNIQUE VISITORS EVERY MONTH | 5B IMPRESSIONS EVERY YEAR

OUR CLIENTS

AUTO
KIA
BMW
Mercedes-Benz
GOOD YEAR
SUZUKI
TOYOTA
MICHIGAN
Ford

TECHNOLOGY
LG
Dropbox
SAMSUNG
intel
exact
Microsoft
Nintendo
XBOX
IBM

ENTERTAINMENT
NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC
LIBRARY MAGAZINE
Kew
BBC WORLD NEWS
Spotify
UNIVERSAL
Orange
HBO
MUSEUM OF LONDON

FINANCE
ROCK
Star
barclays
PayPal
HSBC
Capital
UBS
M&S BANK
ZURICH
first direct

LIFESTYLE
ebay
FITNESS FIRST
HERMES
HARRODS
LEVI'S
B&B
DIOR
LONGCHAMP

TRAVEL
Heathrow
Barbados
QANTAS
CATHAY PACIFIC
TURKISH AIRLINES
ICEMEET
Singapore Airlines

contact | publisher@adyoulike.com